Kinetic refolding of beta-lactoglobulin. Studies by synchrotron X-ray scattering, and circular dichroism, absorption and fluorescence spectroscopy.
beta-Lactoglobulin (beta LG) is a predominantly beta-sheet protein with a markedly high helical propensity and forms non-native alpha-helical intermediate in the refolding process. We measured the refolding reaction of beta LG with various techniques and characterized the folding kinetics and the structure of the intermediate formed within the burst phase of measurements, i.e. the burst-phase intermediate. Time-resolved stopped-flow X-ray scattering measurements using the integral intensity of scattering show that beta LG forms a compact, globular structure within 30 ms of refolding. The averaged radius of gyration within 100 ms is only 1.1 times larger than that in the native state, ensuring that the burst-phase intermediate is compact. The presence of a maximum peak in a Kratky plot shows a globular shape attained within 100 ms of refolding. Stopped-flow circular dichroism, tryptophan absorption and fluorescence spectroscopy show that pronounced secondary structure regains rapidly in the burst phase with concurrent non-native alpha-helix formation, and that the subsequent compaction process is accompanied by annealing of non-native secondary structure and slow acquisition of tertiary structure. These findings strongly suggest that both compaction and secondary structure formation in protein folding are quite rapid processes, taking place within a millisecond time-scale. The structure of the burst-phase intermediate in beta LG refolding was characterized as having a compact size, a globular shape, a hydrophobic core, substantial beta-sheets and remarkable non-native alpha-helical structure, but little tertiary structure. These results suggest that both local interactions and non-local hydrophobic interactions are dominant forces early in protein folding. The interplay of local and non-local interactions throughout folding processes is important in understanding the mechanisms of protein folding.